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A searing new work of nonfiction from award-winning author
Brandy Colbert about the history and legacy of one of the
most deadly and destructive acts of racial violence in
American history: the Tulsa Race Massacre. In the early
morning of June 1, 1921, a white mob marched across the
train tracks in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and into its predominantly
Black Greenwood District—a thriving, affluent neighborhood
known as America's Black Wall Street. They brought with
them firearms, gasoline, and explosives. In a few short hours,
they'd razed thirty-five square blocks to the ground, leaving
hundreds dead. The Tulsa Race Massacre is one of the most
devastating acts of racial violence in US history. But how did
it come to pass? What exactly happened? And why are the
events unknown to so many of us today? These are the
questions that award-winning author Brandy Colbert seeks to
answer in this unflinching nonfiction account of the Tulsa
Race Massacre. In examining the tension that was brought to
a boil by many factors—white resentment of Black economic
and political advancement, the resurgence of white
supremacist groups, the tone and perspective of the media,
and more—a portrait is drawn of an event singular in its
devastation, but not in its kind. It is part of a legacy of white
violence that can be traced from our country's earliest days
through Reconstruction, the Civil Rights movement in the
mid–twentieth century, and the fight for justice and
accountability Black Americans still face today. The Tulsa
Race Massacre has long failed to fit into the story Americans
like to tell themselves about the history of their country. This
book, ambitious and intimate in turn, explores the ways in
which the story of the Tulsa Race Massacre is the story of
America—and by showing us who we are, points to a way
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forward.
Here comes trouble! A super-dooper picture book featuring
the one and only Daisy! Daisy does NOT like peas. And there
is NOTHING that will get her to eat them. Mum says she can
have an extra pudding, a chocolate factory or a space rocket
with double retro laser blammers - but it just won't work! Can
quick-thinking Daisy save her tea time and come up with a
cunning plan to turn the tables on Mum? This is a wickedly
funny book about dinner time which will appeal to fussy
eating children and their despairing parents!
Illustrations and simple, rhyming text provide young children
with tools for dealing with feelings of anxiety, such as
breathing deeply or replacing worry with happy thoughts.
A beautifully illustrated children's book about conquering
fears, teamwork, overcoming long odds, finding inner strength
and staying true to one's self. Journey through the Jungle
where Baby Aviva's bravery and ingenuity saves her family
and friends from the perilous fate of hunger. Aviva the
Orangutan Diva's quest for golden bananas leads her to
encounter dangerous obstacles, a challenge only a fearless
heroine would accept. In a show of female empowerment,
Aviva teams up with her friend Sofia the Elephant to conquer
the impossible, swinging off cliffs and traversing treacherous
waters. Soar through the treetops as Aviva sings, dances and
charms her way with friends and foes alike, even captivating
the fascination of the most fearsome beast in the jungle, Tito
the Tiger. Dancing to her melodic tunes, Tito moves to the
rhythm and revels with glee, swaying to the music with Baby
Aviva the Orangutan Diva. Befriending a potential adversary,
Aviva proves that even the most challenging obstacles can be
overcome with bravery, creativity, teamwork and a focus on
staying true to one's own personal strengths and values. By
showcasing her talents and harnessing her courage, Aviva is
able to save the day and make new friends along the way.
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Based on a true story, this fun-loving, rhyming children's book
about animals will bring joy, smiles and laughter to your
child's story time while delivering an important, lifelong
lesson. Great gift for kids seeking to overcome fears, adapt to
new environments and conquer their toughest challenges in
life. By remaining true to own's most authentic self and finding
strength from within, almost anything in life can be possible.
Beatrix Potter's Classic Children's Stories in beautiful eBook
editions The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse is Beatrix Potter's story
of a very tidy mouse who is always cleaning her home. The
Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse by Beatrix Potter is part of the Xist
Publishing Beatrix Potter collection. Each eBook has been
specially formatted with full-screen, full-color illustrations and
the original, charming text.
One hilarious Harlem family is on a mission to find the perfect
way to celebrate their Papa's fortieth birthday while
discovering more about their mysterious grandparents in this
heartfelt romp and latest installment to the New York Times
best-selling series, perfect for fans of the Penderwicks. It's
summer on 141st Street, and the Vanderbeekers are looking
forward to Papa's surprise fortieth birthday party. But then
Papa must leave town to help his best friend and the
Vanderbeeker children are surprised to find their maternal
grandparents on their doorstep. Grandma is very critical of
everything they do. Meanwhile, they find themselves learning
more about their papa's father than ever before, and wishing
they could have known him a bit better. Can they learn more
about the grandfather they lost and come to appreciate the
grandparents they still have while making sure their papa has
the best birthday ever?
This book is the first of the children's affirmations series,
'Amazingly Affirmed.' It will empower children to be their own
cheerleaders. It will teach them how to deflect the untruths
thrown their way by others--or even themselves. They will
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learn to build self-confidence, as well as understand how to
talk to and about themselves with positivity. Once children
believe, they can achieve!
A triumphant tale of self-discovery, a celebration of a family's
rich heritage, and a love letter to American immigrant
freedom. I Was Their American Dream is at once a journal of
growing up and a reminder of the thousands of immigrants
who come to America in search for a better life for themselves
and their children. The daughter of parents with unfulfilled
dreams themselves, Malaka navigated her childhood chasing
her parents' ideals, learning to code-switch between her
family's Filipino and Egyptian customs, adapting to white
culture to fit in, crushing on skater boys, and trying to
understand the tension between holding onto cultural values
and trying to be an all-American kid. In a graphic novel
format, Malaka Gharib's illustrations bring to life her teenage
antics and illuminate earnest questions about identity and
culture, while providing thoughtful insight into the lives of
modern immigrants and the generation of millennial children
they raised. Malaka's upbringing will look familiar to anyone
who grew up in the pre-internet era, but her particular story is
a heartfelt tribute to the American immigrants who have
invested their future in the promise of the American dream.
A country house is unhappy when the city, with all its
buildings and traffic, grows up around her.
Despite dire warnings from his mother, Peter Rabbit ventures
into Mr. McGregor's garden and is lucky to escape with only
the loss of his clothes.
The animator of Tasty Time With ZeFronk! follows the
creative friendship of Ink the mouse and Scribbles the cat,
whose contrasting artistic styles challenge their relationship
and culminate in a mess of paint spatters, broken pencils and
wild brushes. Includes a "Draw Your Own" sketchbook.
Scales on Censorship: Real Life Lessons from School Library
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Journal contains Pat R. Scales collected columns, all written
in response to active book challenges or questions of
intellectual freedom and library ethics. These columns have a
ripped from the headlines immediacy even as they reflect the
core values and policies of librarianship. They are organized
by topic and each is framed with a brief new introductory
essay. Scales’ powerful reputation and practical ethicallybased solutions has made her a key spokesperson and
support for librarians working under a censorship siege.
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves
only himself until he is separated from the little girl who
adores him and travels across the country, acquiring new
owners and listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr
Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.
Little Libraries, Big HeroesHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Traces the story of the grassroots initiative to promote literacy
and encourage community through front-yard book
exchanges, chronicling how the movement expanded
throughout 70 countries. 10,000 first printing.
From an award-winning author and illustrator, the inspiring
story of how the Little Free Library organization brings
communities together through books, from founder Todd
Bol’s first installation to the creation of more than 75,000 minilibraries around the world. Todd and his friends love heroes.
But in school, Todd doesn’t feel heroic. Reading is hard for
him, and he gets scolded for asking too many questions. How
will he ever become the kind of hero he admires? Featuring
stunning illustrations that celebrate the diversity of the Little
Free Library movement, here is the story of how its founder,
Todd Bol, became a literacy superhero. Thanks to Todd and
thousands of volunteers—many of whom are kids—millions of
books have been enjoyed around the world. This creative
movement inspires a love of reading, strengthens
communities, and provides meeting places where new
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friendships, ideas—and heroes!—spring to life. Includes an
author’s note and bibliography.
Bob Marley's songs are known the world over for their
powerful message of love, peace, and harmony. Now a whole
new generation can discover one of his most joyous songs in
this reassuring picture book adaptation written by his
daughter Cedella and exuberantly illustrated by Vanessa
Brantley-Newton. This upbeat story reminds children that the
sun will always come out after the rain and mistakes are
easily forgiven with a hug. Every family will relate to this
universal story of one boy who won't let anything get him
down, as long as he has the help of three very special little
birds. Including all the lyrics of the original song plus new
verses, this cheerful book will bring a smile to faces of all
ages—because every little thing's gonna be all right!
Some people collect stamps. Some people collect coins.
Some people collect art. And Jerome? Jerome collected
words . . . In this extraordinary new tale from Peter H.
Reynolds, Jerome discovers the magic of the words all
around him -- short and sweet words, two-syllable treats, and
multisyllable words that sound like little songs. Words that
connect, transform, and empower. From the creator of The
Dot and Happy Dreamer comes a celebration of finding your
own words -- and the impact you can have when you share
them with the world.

When David Shannon was five years old, he wrote
and illustrated his first book. On every page were
these words: NO, DAVID! . . . and a picture of David
doing things he was not supposed to do. Now David
is all grown up. But some things never change. . . .
Over fifteen years after its initial publication, NO,
DAVID! remains a perennial household favorite,
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delighting children, parents, and teachers alike.
David is a beloved character, whose unabashed
good humor, mischievous smile, and laughterinducing antics underline the love parents have for
their children--even when they misbehave.
Provides answers to commonly asked questions
such as "Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and
"Why do we see a rainbow?"
All children bring forth the blessings of angels. They
light our lives and colour our experiences. This
books intention is to help children recognise the
blessing to the world that they are. So they may
discover the peace that dwells within and walk
through life knowing the grace, beauty and gift of
their presence. Empowered children prosper our
planet with love, laughter, kindness and inspiration.
Kindling awareness of the inner light shining bright
within all beings. Beautiful smiles from happy kids,
light up the lives of all who share in their magic.
Bedtime stories for kids and kids picture books are a
gentle way to share nurturing wisdom. Radiating
inner peace, children become strong and vibrant
sharing their joy, creativity and compassionate
natures with the world. This bedtime story is created
with the intention that your child may adventure
within to find happiness and discover the confidence
and courage to shine bright Books for kids can be
the catalyst for your child to develop healthy selfesteem and self-confidence. Everything we read and
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watch has the power to transform our lives so let's
embrace children's books that encourage
compassion, self-love and kindness. Children's
books encourage healthy development of early
readers and high self-esteem so that your child may
live a joyous life filled with happiness and bliss. This
is a wonderful kids picture book for beginning and
early readers. Filled with bright, enchanting
illustrations for younger readers This kids book is
especially great for conscious kids, and parents who
wish to encourage their children to embrace
themselves and shine bright as can be Positive
bedtime story for kids Excellent for beginning and
early readers Short Moral stories for kids Read aloud
Loving bedtime story Inspirational stories for kids
Spiritual adventure This is a great inspirational
bedtime story to share with friends and family.
Encouraging: Self-Confidence & Self-Esteem
Mindfulness Meditation Inner Calm Happiness and
Joy Compassion World Peace Positive Thinking and
Affirmations Love Scroll up and click 'buy' and spend
some quality time with your child
Shree loves learning new things on the computer. It
has games and it has social media sites! She is
thrilled to make a new friend on one such site. But is
this friend lying to her? Find out for yourself in this
cyber thriller.Gives children an exciting story and
cyber safety all at the same time.
Winner of the 2010 Non-Fiction National Book Award
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Patti Smith's evocative, honest and moving comingof-age story of her extraordinary relationship with the
artist Robert Mapplethorpe
This is a story about a little boy who loves to read
stories. He loves it so much that he wants to share a
story with his family.
Lizzie meets an elderly man and his companion,
Cecile, at the park, but Lizzie is afraid of dogs, so
she relies on her new friend to help her take things
one step at a time.
David's teacher has her hands full. From running in
the halls to chewing gum in class, David's highenergy antics fill each schoolday with trouble-and
are sure to bring a smile to even the best- bahaved
reader.
*An Amazon Best Book of 2020 So Far* Praised by
fan-favorites including Hoda Kotb, Kim & Khloe
Kardashian, and Jimmy Fallon! Inspired by the
eagerly awaited birth of her daughter, Kaavia James
Union Wade, New York Times bestselling author and
award-winning actress Gabrielle Union pens a
festive and universal love letter from parents to little
ones, perfect for welcoming a baby to the party of
life! Reminiscent of favorites such as The Wonderful
Things You’ll Be by Emily Winfield Martin, I’ve
Loved You Since Forever by Hoda Kotb, and Take
Heart, My Child by Ainsley Earhardt, Welcome to the
Party is an upbeat celebration of new life that you’ll
want to enjoy with your tiny guest of honor over and
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over again. A great gift for all occasions, especially
Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, baby showers, and
birthdays.
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great
ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information
about how words are created, suddenly he's got the
inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a
pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle?
Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends
to use the new word. Then other people in town start
saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick
has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put
an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle
doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is
spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick
can do to stop it.
Best friends Big and Small go outside to play, and Small
asks often for a little help on their adventures, but when
bedtime arrives at home, it's Big who needs some help
from his friend.
An Ojibwe girl practices her dance steps, gets help from
her family, and is inspired by the soaring flight of Migizi,
the eagle, as she prepares for her first powwow.
Three separate stories describe the experiences of a sixyear-old boy living in West Virginia in the 1950s.
Everyone knows that sinking feeling in the pit of the
stomach just before diving into a new situation. Sarah
Jane Hartwell is scared and doesn't want to start over at
a new school. She doesn't know anybody, and nobody
knows her. It will be awful. She just knows it. With much
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prodding from Mr. Hartwell, Sarah Jane reluctantly pulls
herself together and goes to school. She is quickly
befriended by Mrs. Burton, who helps smooth her jittery
transition. This charming and familiar story will delight
readers with its surprise ending. Fun, energetic
illustrations brighten page after page with the busy antics
surrounding Sarah Jane. FIRST DAY JITTERS is an
enchanting story that is sure to be treasured by anyone
who has ever anticipated a first day of school.
This ACCESS guide takes readers on a delightful tour
through the maze of vendors selling crabs and fresh food
at Pike Place Market and to the famouse 600-foot-tall
Space Needle Tower; the world-famous Native American
art collections; and the wide variety of water sports and
hiking opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts to enjoy in
the bogs, lakes, and lush forests in and around Seattle.
Two books in one! A book for those great read-to-me
moments with the kids. And a special reading treat for
the precocious reader. A LOVING HEART...Think a little
caddywompus and have a few giggles. A critter story
with a purpose. And a second story, THE TROUBLE
WITH BUNNY...A timeless tale about the consequences
of repeating something that has been misheard. Could it
be the nosy Moon misunderstood Mr. E. Bunny? What a
drama when the barnyard and forest critters decide to
make things right! This tale is to be read year 'round
afterall, Mr. E. Bunny is working year 'round to prepare
for his big day! A wonderful reminder to kids...be careful
what you say...words mean things. Chock full of vivid
illustrations to delight. Great material for the curious and
precocious child.
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From the award-wining fantasy author of the Dead
Rivers Trilogy, comes Naomi Kritzer's enchanting
Tor.com Original short story, "Little Free Library" Upon
setting up her own Little Free Library that she built from a
kit, Meagan develops an unexpected friendship with a
mysterious book borrower. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
From Jennifer Scott—author of the New York Times
bestselling Madame Chic series and founder of the Daily
Connoisseur blog—comes this playful take on manners
and being a good global citizen. Parents and younger
children work together to read about a wide range of
topics: communication, table manners, tidiness, thinking
of others, grooming, and health. Activities, learning
games, fill-in-the-blanks, letter-writing exercises, recipes
(for food and for slime!), and some fun songs and
rhymes help kids learn concepts and practice good
behaviors. Featuring charming illustrations and go-to
advice from a trusted source, this is a timely guide for
raising well-mannered, neat, and gracious children for
parents, grandparents, and children of reading age.
Teach your children the power of Kindness, one of the
most important skills a child can learn. Are you one of 90
percent of parents, saying that their top priorities for their
kids is to be caring? This makes sense: Kindness and
concern for others are held as moral virtues in nearly
every society and every major religion. The best socialemotional learning (SEL) book for raising kind children.
This charming story with peaceful rhymes and colorful
illustrations will explain to your child that it is okay to
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make a mistake and say I'm sorry. Lucas will teach your
child good manners and positive behaviour at home, at
school, in the store, and on the playground. Kids learn
best by example. With the perfect examples, this book
offers, your child will have more understanding for
others, accept diversity, thrive in a multicultural and
inclusive environment, and show more empathy.
Throughout the story, little superhero Lucas will learn
what kindness means and understand what it is like to be
kind, sensitive, caring, and generous. Awards &
Recognition #1 Amazon Bestseller in Children's Books
on Manners (UK) #1 Amazon Bestseller in Children's
Books on Tolerance (UK) Updated on September 2020
Practice Random Acts of Kindness. Also included are
Acts of Kindness Cards to promote empathy and
kindness. --- Kindness is something you can quickly
learn: when you give and ask for nothing in return.
Helping others is the least you can do. If you are kind,
kindness will come back to you. --- "Kindness is my
Superpower" is the first book from My Superpower
Series - the growth mindset books for kids, suitable for
all ages. We warmly recommend it to parents, teachers,
and anyone who works with children.
Attention all parents and kids ages 3-5! Here is another
fine rhyming kids book for your preschool books
collection! Check out the story of little Owlet and join him
as learns the magic word "please." Say Please, Little
Owlet is a story about family, harmony and good
manners. Meet Owlet, a young adorable little Owl who
lives with his Owl family in a cozy tree house. What
happens inside daily is a normal peaceful routine as
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Mommy Owl bakes, Daddy Owl keeps updated with the
latest news and Granny Owl knits the time away. He also
has a sister Lily who loves wildflowers and spends
countless hours painting them. Young Owlet spends
most of the day playing the hours away with his pet
mouse. Owlet is extremely cheerful and loves a good
hide and seek game with the mouse. But not all is right in
Owlet's family and it starts when Owlet wants something.
He's impolite and rude and shouts whenever he needs
something from chocolates to cakes. Will Owlet ever get
what he wants? Perhaps he needs to learn the magic
word from someone inspiring just so he can get a nice
bite out of Mommy owl's yummy fruit cake? "The little
Owlet smelled it soon And started rattling with a spoon..."
Join and learn with Owlet in this manners book for kids
as he starts his transition to becoming a well-mannered
bird by learning the art of the magic word. Told through
beautifully illustrated pages and verses with professional
watercolor imagery, Say Please, Little Owlet will inspire
parents in teaching children manners for kids while
maintaining the peaceful harmony in the family. It
features rhyming words like your favorite nursery rhymes
and easy-to-understand terms making it a perfect
companion to all sorts of other bedtime stories. Read it
out loud before bedtime or when the little one starts to
get very demanding and rude and teach your kids to say
please. A full-colored story isn't the only thing you will get
here. Say Please, Little Owlet also comes with FREE
access to bonus coloring pages so kids can bring Owlet
and his family to life. This fun and interactive coloring
book consists of six (6) full size pages and is ready for
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printing from the comfort of your own home. A great fit
for your picture books library! Say Please, Little Owlet
also teaches perseverance and patience as Mommy owl
calmly and lovingly teaches the energetic Owlet to say
please every time wants something. To Mommy owl's
delight, Owlet becomes a polite bird and asks nicely for a
slice of that yummy cherry cake. Owlet realizes the
importance of saying please as Mommy owl gives the
cake. Everyone in the family is very proud of little Owlet's
polite manners as they all cheerfully enjoy Mommy owl's
freshly baked dessert. It is very important to teach
manners for kids while they are still young and there is
no better way to do it than a fun, interactive and
enchanting bedtime story. Be like Owlet and learn these
important manners and keep rereading this timeless gem
and make a difference! Have fun learning simple rhyming
words and poetry for all kids 3 to 5 years of age to enjoy.
All you have to do is "Say Please"! Purchase a
paperback copy of Say Please, Little Owlet and get the
Kindle version, FREE!
This charming reference introduces young readers to the
wider world by exploring languages, landscapes,
weather, animals, capital cities, mountains, deserts, and
other landscapes and landforms, and more. It
encourages kids to get play with activities such as
creating a mini-rainforest in a bottle and singing a simple
song in Spanish. More than 100 colorful photos are
paired with kid-friendly and age-appropriate maps along
with basic facts about each continent. This book will
quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, or any
other time.
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George and Lily are not happy when their father goes
away on a business trip, but telephone calls, e-mail, a
calendar, and special activities with their mother help
make the time pass quickly.
When the other engines refuse, the Little Blue Engine
tries to pull a stranded train full of toys and good food
over the mountain.
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